Shopping Cart Update
Written by Administrator TaobaoNow
Tuesday, 31 March 2009 06:11 - Last Updated Monday, 25 October 2010 13:14

UPDATE: 2009-04-07

We have fixed the system, so now you can input Chinese characters in the remarks text box.
We are working on showing your order history and order status for each item, so that you can
track the progress of each item's status. More features will be coming soon. Please let us know
if you encounter any bug or problem, we will get it fixed ASAP. Thanks!

UPDATE: 2009-04-02

The Shoppng Cart is LIVE now! Once you have completed your shopping spree (What? Can't
stop? Relax, you are not the only one), you can submit the order to our system. Instruction is at
the bottom of the shopping cart.

You don't have an account yet? Register now ! It's free anyway!

Below is our original update:
Good news! As of this moment, the Shopping Cart is partially functional. You can access it
under "User Menu" after you have logged on. If you are a new visitor, you are welcome to
sign up
, no need to pay a dime!
Here is a features list of the Shopping Cart:
- Simply add items to the cart by pasting the item URL in the Add Item form
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- Image will be downloaded to our server
- Description will be captured
- Price will be captured correctly (If discount is available, you get it too!)
- Intelligently select the best domestic shipping choice for you
- Option to put in remarks, for choices like Color, Sizes, etc
- For multiple items, domestic shipping is only added once. (Subject to adjustment manually
by us, if seller charges more for multiple items)

If you have a nagging feel that some feature is sorely needed, do let me know! Of course, if
something breaks, let me know too!

I know, I know.. it is exciting... but the catch is we are still working on the submit order part. I
expect it to be ready by tomorrow.

Oh BTW, go pour your hearts out in our forum ! Share your crazy finds from Taobao there,
we'd love to know!
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